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GEOLOGY FIELD WORK REVEALS 
FAULTING IN FLATHEAD AREA
MISSOULA--
The University of Montana geology department is participating in a long-range study 
to determine the crustal structure associated with the Rocky Mountain Trench in western 
Montana.
The trench is a major depression which extends hundreds of miles through Canada into 
western Montana and terminates in the Flathead Valley.
Dr. Gary IV. Crosby, associate professor of geophysics at UM, directed the project 
field work at Flathead Lake during August and the first week of September.
"We hope," he said, "to pinpoint the location of all faults and especially those 
which are actively generating earthquakes, and to relate these features to man's construc­
tions. Eventually, we will be able to formulate an earthquake-risk statement for a por­
tion of western Montana."
A small boat recently acquired from the Oakley E. Coffee estate was used to carry 
the seismic instruments used by the surveying crew. The late Mr. Coffee, who was the 
first full-time director of the UM Foundation and a prominent Missoula businessman, died 
in 1968. The seismic instruments were loaned to UM by the University of Wisconsin in 
Milwaukee.
The seven-man surveying crew was comprised of Dr. Crosby, Dr. Arnold J. Silverman,
UM professor of geology; Dr. Richard Wold, University of Wisconsin; two UM graduate stu-
Miles City;
dents, Arlo W. Furniss, Missoula, and Sidney R♦, Prahl;/and two University of Wisconsin 
students, Ron Friedel and Carl Brzozowy.
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GJEOLOGY FIELD WORK REVEALS FAULTING--2
Survey data were augmented by information recorded by magnetic instruments carried by 
an airplane owned and piloted by Dr. John Sumner, a geophysicist from the University of 
Arizona, Tucson.
The biggest freshwater lake west of the Great Lakes, Flathead Lake had not been 
well-charted before last summer, Dr. Crosby said, and thus, had represented a blank spot 
on geological maps.
During August, the crew mapped 200 miles of continuous seismic lines through Flat- 
head Lake. Using methods such as explosion seismology (or artificially produced earth­
quakes) and gravity and magnetic surveys, the geologists are mapping the subsurface 
structure as well as the surface geology of the lake area.
